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Workholding
Vises, Live Centers, Lathe Chucks,  

Clamping Kits, Fixturing

Measuring & 
Inspecting

Calibration, Layout & Machine Setup, 
Dimensional Measuring Tools

Retention Knobs
A fit for every machine

Collets
ER Collets, TG Collets,  

DA Collets, 5C Collets, R8 
Collets, Milling Chuck Collets

Tool Holding
Collet Chucks, Shrink Fit,  

End Mill, Shell Mill,  
Tapping Heads, Drill Chucks,  

Boring Heads,  
Right Angle Heads

Cutting Tools
End Mills, Drills,  

Taps, Indexables and  
Indexable Holders

Accessories
Magnetic Lifters, Drill Sharpeners,  
Arbor Presses, Tool Trolleys, 
Setting Stands, Spindle 
Cleaners... and so much more!

Order online at www.SowaTool.com 
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Accessories
Magnetic Lifters, Drill 
Sharpeners, Tool Trolleys, 
Setting Stands & more!

The Sowa brands include

Sowa Tool’s exclusive line of European 
universal boring and facing heads offer 
superior accuracy and precision for all 

your facing and boring applications. They 
feature an easy-to-adjust design, durable 
castings, and precision spindle bearings  

for a consistently accurate finish.

 Sowa Tool’s exclusive line of general-
purpose live centres with its roots in 

European quality that deliver excellent 
accuracy, rigidity, and durability at a price 

point that suits most budgets. Sowa carries 
a wide range of in-stock standard models 
to suit most common turning applications.

Our approach to this brand ensures that 
our customers receive the best value 
for their investment by delivering a 

broad assortment of cutting tools at an 
exceptional value. These tools typically 
apply to less demanding applications 

seen on the standard shop floor where 
the cost of the tool has the greatest 
influence on the selection process.

Sowa’s family of metrology solutions 
deliver absolute confidence born from 

its European engineering, and each tool 
beginning its journey in our ISO 17025 
accredited labs. This premium heritage 
product priced at a non-premium price, 

delivers significant value for your money.

Sowa Tool’s premium brand delivers  
top-tier quality and performance that 

rivals or exceeds the best in the world. 
These products offer premium features 

and dependability, at shockingly 
affordable prices, making them an ideal 
choice for applications where accuracy  

and speed matter most.

With our Sowa branded tools, we bring  
to our customers high performance 
cutting tools engineered to deliver 

superior tool life, machining  
efficiency & quality while still offering 

maximum value for your money.

Order online at www.SowaTool.com 

The       Value
For over 60 years, Sowa has been an esteemed supplier providing customers with superior service 
and insider knowledge to help them make informed buying decisions. Our reliability, reputation, and 
considerable technical expertise has been consistently proven to our customers, allowing them to trust 
and benefit from Sowa’s wide knowledge base and industry insight. 
 
At Sowa, we approach our customers as true partners, understanding that our success is intrinsically 
linked to theirs. We combine our 6-plus decades of industry expertise with our agility and size to 
provide tailored and one-stop-shop solutions that help customers reach their goals.
 
Sowa continues to make large inventory investments with warehouses in Ontario, Alberta, North Carolina 
and California, delivering a track record of fulfilling orders, on first pass, at an impressive 90 percent!
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